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BEING OF THREE MINDS
The historical influences and various circumstances of the life of Siddhartha Gautama faded into the
background once he revealed the wisdom of his cosmic visions. Consequently, no biography of the
Buddha can be complete without diving into his mind.
The mind of the Buddha is the equivalent of a complete and accurate knowing of the Dharma. It
encompasses the scope, nature, and essence of all existence. He communicated its Reality, Truth,
Teachings, and Cosmology through the perspective of one who embodied “it.” He personally erased the
line between person and Universe.
Buddhists believe that his thoughts are unfathomable. Yet the Buddha taught that each and every being
was a candidate for achieving Buddha wisdom, because all humans inherently possessed enlightenment.
His objective was to guide humankind to the awareness that they could evolve to higher consciousness,
which he described in the Lotus Sutra as the achievement of “a state equal to my own.” Ideally, human
beings could see the reality of life as the Buddha sees it. But as each person is completely immersed in a
bubble containing their self, vulnerabilities, perceptions, and interactions, they largely see their reality
as an overwhelming struggle for survival, getting what they want, or finding a way out of this mortal
mechanism. To become conscious of their cosmic identity in this context is a profound challenge. Given
the difficulty of getting people to concede the presence of their inherent legacy of enlightenment, it was
incumbent upon him to show the way—to guide people to an understanding of this precious source that
was available to them. Therefore, the Buddha devised a method with which to “awaken” people to their
full capacity by engaging the veil of mortal reality through the practice of self-transformation.To that
end, he needed to start somewhere and, practically speaking, he had to start with what his listeners
already understood. His Teachings began with a comparative review of his religious predecessors and
contemporaries. Upon this foundation he advanced his own unique cosmological treatise. To facilitate
just the possibility of enlightenment for human beings, he proposed that the human mind operated
within the same system and laws that made the Universe work. But awareness of it would not be enough.
Awareness was but a prerequisite for aligning the two on a personal level. The goal was to actualize it.

The Buddha’s visionary ability harkens back to
ancient shamanic practitioners, especially the Arya
sages, seers united in the tradition of the Lion-Sun
Fellowship. This designation emerged from the
prehistoric aspirations of tribal visionaries to
understand the “unseen world of nature.” At the
dawn of history shamans intuitively understood that
they possessed a transcendent mind.
While they appreciated the value of sensory acuity,
they came to realize that the mind was also a sense
that enabled one to explore realms beyond one’s
immediate surroundings. The mind, as they

understood it, operated on three levels.

The

Individual-Mind provided a self-identity based on internal

thoughts, feelings, and sensations. It formed the basis for
consciousness, volition, behavior, and experiences, and also created
the boundaries that separated “me from other.” The Shared-Mind
was the collective identity of two or more persons with common
interests, relationships, passions, and shared goals. For the tribe, it
formed the basis for communal unity. In a modern context, this mind
is formed by sharing beliefs, thoughts, and emotions between
relational composites such as couples, families, workers, cultures,
nations, religions, political alliances, and more—but it also creates
the consciousness of “us versus them.” In addition, they realized that
each person was part of a boundless Universal-Mind, an all-inclusive,
non-differentiating higher identity that probed beyond the apparent
and experiential. This mind unified all beings, all things, and the
cosmos.
Ancient seers relying on the Universal-Mind envisioned a dual world
divided into mortal and immortal planes. They used trance states to cross from one plane of existence to the
other. From this consciousness of a greater sphere of existence emerged religions, gods, and cosmologies
connecting human beings with natural phenomena, circumstances and events, exotic dimensions, divine
beings, and other powerful forces.
The earliest religious communities were built on some form of locally-defined divine order. That’s why
when conflicts arose among groups or settlements, opponents saw it as a war between opposing spiritual
powers. Whoever won in battle could claim the stronger god and superior divine vision. History proves that
religious leaders came to rely on militant authorities to win religious arguments and convert neighbors.
Buddhism rejected the idea that military power could be used for settling issues of Universal Truth. It saw
militarism and violence as the embodiment of chaotic behaviors and vowed to rid the world of this affliction.
Buddhism was built on the notion that experiencing the greater knowledge of self and the cosmos through a
mind-probing practice could produce an accurate comprehension of Universal Truth, and in the process
transform the instinctual individual into a cosmic being.
In place of conflict and war, Buddhism sought to employ self-transforming practices in pursuit of
enlightened wisdom. Furthermore, Buddhism offered to put its wisdom to the test. Rather than requiring
blind faith in divine powers, it proposed that coming to terms with the Truth of Existence would liberate
people from the cycle of suffering.
Liberation required one to look into the Buddha’s visions and contemplate their meanings. With a strong
desire to explore the Universal-Mind within oneself, individuals could enter the Buddha’s vast and deeply
profound cosmology where they would find a uniquely personal and self-transforming experience.That’s
because buried within one’s Universal-Mind is a deep-seeded need to know all that there is to know. The
Universal-Mind operates on a super-conscious level—a higher level of consciousness that neither belongs
exclusively to one individual nor any groups of people. It is always present within and without, whether one
is conscious of its presence or not. This relatively inconceivable super consciousness, neither confined to
one’s waking hours nor to sleeping states, is the portal where human beings confront the deepest and most
elusive questions of existence:

“Why was I born? . . . What is the purpose of my life? . . . What’s in store for me in the future?”
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